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Contact us / Follow us: / Disclaimer © 2020 All rights reserved. AGWA 3.x add-on for ArcGIS 10.7: 3.9.5.2279 3.9.5 In KINEROS2 Precipitation, the input time input number has changed for the duration of the time step. Fixes the error writing severity base tool, where the write severity field was encoded in
Severity instead of using a user-defined field. Fixes intermittent error delineation. Cause unknown, but replacing the older IBasicGeoprocessor.Dissolve function with the ArcToolbox Unlock tool solves the problem. 3.9.4 To batch parameterize KINEROS2, add support for the complex slope. Fixes the error
in the Write Severity Tool for ArcGIS 10.6 and later. Fixes an issue where average underwater elevations have been used instead of the minimum and maximum levels of SWAT precipitation swat level bands instead of the minimum and maximum level elevations. RasterHydrology ConvertsOpClass
operations to use the ArcToolbox Geoprocessor and Hydrological Toolbar. 3.9.3 In the Write Severity tool, add conditional to verify that the writing severity layer and the earth cover layer are in the same projection creating errors.txt file next to the MXD document whenever possible to record error logging.
Otherwise, by default, c:AGWAlogging. Fixes errors in KINEROS-Opus parameterizations that result in invalid/incomplete/failed parameterizations. Fixes the bug in the vegetation table when coping with the parameterization of RHEM vegetation. Fixes an issue that causes data frame layers to be
sometimes not found because of case sensitivity. Fixes an issue in SWAT simulation results where start and end dates simulate a fractional number of years. 3.9.2 Corrects the error in the flow length discretization methodology when used with internal casting points. Fixes the error in the sloping table
when copying different KINEROS2 parameter ings. Fixes the error in the slope table when copying different RHEM parameterizations. Improves error disruption parameterization when polygons are outside the watershed. Fixes the error disruption parameterization where KS has not been modified properly
based on the modified porosity. Fixes error SWAT2005 . RTE files where incorrect stream lengths have been written. Correct bug for inserting and viewing NP simulations for SWAT2000 and SWAT2005. 3.9.1 Fixes errors in swat climate modification through WGN files. 3.9.0 Updates rhem
parameterization equations to match the 1/22/2015 Parameterization Equations document, which reflects online RHEM version 2.3. Fixes the error when parameterizing dem and process direction snaps in File Geodatabases. Fixes error where tempSoilLut not asked PARNAME. Fixes batch SWAT
simulations related to production precipitation generation and the use of multiple WGN stations. error writing SWAT input files where WGN files can be written incorrectly. Improves memory leaks, which leads to crashes during parameterization of discretionary multi-thousand elements. 3.8.3 Removes the
use of batch files to perform models. Modifies the execution of models from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. Fixes error the number of slope tables for K2/RHEM parameterizations. Supports importing, exporting, and displaying watersheds in the K2 group. Fixes error in the symbols
AGWA created stream grid. Allows you to resize the Parameterizer form so that it can be viewed/used on computers where Windows DPI scaling is not set to 100%. 3.8.2 Changes the location from which the K2 model is implemented from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. 3.8.1 Fixes
the error in parameterizing the group element. Fixes the error in the Facilitor Export Tool. Fixes the error in K2's interference parameterization. Corrects the error in copying the element parameters for K2 introduced in 3.8.0 by parameterizing the complex slope. 3.8.0 Adds additional HGR connections to
HGR selection based on the physiographic map. Add basic process configurations to K2. Adds complex fall parameterization to K2. Supports SWAT2000 and SWAT2005 longer simulation names. 3.7.0 Addition of an AGWA facilitator export instrument. The mulch and soil parasite add the disturbance
parameterization setting to paramaterialy. Fixes an error in the parameterization of the element that assigned incorrect average heights to group watersheds. Improves batch parameterization robustness. Supports SWAT un weighted rainfall files that are not sorted by dbf, personal geodatabase, and file
geodatabase tables by year and day of year. Excel, CSV, and TXT tables must still be sorted by year and day. Support for additional raster types in the Write Severity tool. Fixes the error at the rate of the write seriousness device output raster. Improves the robustness of the burn severity device. Updates
to the file list required in the AGWA home directory .exe Kineros2_AGWA.exe k2 instead of K2. Fixes an issue that caused Element Parameterization to crash in some versions of ArcGIS due to a problem with polygon and raster geoprocessing device. Improves the robustness of the splitting planes used
for KINEROS2 during discretization. Fixes error introduced in 3.6.5 that crashed KINEROS2 simulation/input file creation. 3.6.5 Changes to the smaller user interface reflect the fact that AGWA supports multi-format rasters and is not limited to ESRI GRID format. Fixes an issue where the Interests area is
surrounded by ArcGIS 10.3. Fixes an issue introduced in 3.6.3 that crashed threshold-based discretizations when used with internal casting points. 3.6.4 Fixes the error when using CSV files for SWAT un weighted precipitation files. Fixes the issue of assigning storage IDs to K2 lake items. Fixes an issue
where you encountered a false positive when comparing predictions between boundary marks and land overlap. Increases the size and fixed name of exported K2 hydrographs. 3.6.3 Improves user-defined hyetograph which is used in an area defined by the user. Provides support and fixes the problem
with layers nested in group layers placed on top of the SP. Fixes minor UI errors in SWAT Precipitation writing. Fixes an issue that prevents discretizer form buttons from appearing with a small screen when DPI scaling is turned on. 3.6.2 Supports group layers in the table of contents. Fixes an issue that
prevented discretizer from being used when the base layers were in the table of contents. 3.6.1 Fixes errors that prevent more than 1 character from being displayed in certain text boxes. Adds warning messages when inputs are outside the expected range to write KINEROS2 batch simulations.
Aggregates the warning messages that appear when simulation input files are written to a single pop-up dialog box. Removes the maximum size property of the Discretizer form, which sometimes prevented the form from displaying all its controls. 3.6.0 Allows you to add and associate elements of kineros2
lake at the nodes of discretization. Corrects the parameter form green check mark, which does not appear, indicating that the form is ready for processing. 3.5.0 Add a method for discretising channel launch points. Adds import and export options for updated results. Allows you to rename layers in the
table of contents, including AGWA effects and discretions. Includes various bug fixes to improve stability and robustness. 3.4.1 Fixes an error in using the Group Delineator to fill the DEM and create a raster for flow direction and flow accumulation. Improve conversion of incorrect metric and English units
when importing results. 3.4.0 Add an existing network discretization option. Adds English units of measure when viewing the results. The AGWA 3.X Library is also required. AGWA 3.x extension for ArcGIS 10.6: 3.9.5.2281 3.9.5 The input time in KINEROS2 Precipitation. Fixes the error writing severity
base tool, where the write severity field was encoded in Severity instead of using a user-defined field. Fixes intermittent error delineation. Cause unknown, but replacing the older IBasicGeoprocessor.Dissolve function with the ArcToolbox Unlock tool solves the problem. 3.9.4 To batch parameterize
KINEROS2, add support for the complex slope. Fixes the error in the Write Severity Tool for ArcGIS 10.6 and later. Fixes an issue where average underwater elevations have been used instead of the minimum and maximum levels of SWAT precipitation swat level bands instead of the minimum and
maximum level elevations. RasterHydrology ConvertsOpClass operations to use the ArcToolbox Geoprocessor and Hydrological Toolbar. 3.9.3 In the Write Severity tool, add conditional to verify that the writing severity layer and the earth cover layer are in the same projection creating errors.txt file next to
the MXD document whenever possible to record error logging. Otherwise, default c:AGWAlogging. Fixes errors in KINEROS-Opus parameterizations that result in invalid/incomplete/failed parameterizations. Fixes the bug in the vegetation table when coping with the parameterization of RHEM vegetation.
Fixes an issue that causes data frame layers to be sometimes not found because of case sensitivity. Fixes error in SWAT simulation results where start and end date date simulated number of years. 3.9.2 Corrects the error in the flow length discretization methodology when used with internal casting
points. Fixes the error in the sloping table when copying different KINEROS2 parameter ings. Fixes the error in the slope table when copying different RHEM parameterizations. Improves error disruption parameterization when polygons are outside the watershed. Fixes the error disruption parameterization
where KS has not been modified properly based on the modified porosity. Fixes error SWAT2005 . RTE files where incorrect stream lengths have been written. Correct bug for inserting and viewing NP simulations for SWAT2000 and SWAT2005. 3.9.1 Fixes errors in swat climate modification through
WGN files. 3.9.0 Updates rhem parameterization equations to match the 1/22/2015 Parameterization Equations document, which reflects online RHEM version 2.3. Fixes the error when parameterizing dem and process direction snaps in File Geodatabases. Fixes error where tempSoilLut not asked
PARNAME. Fixes batch SWAT simulations related to production precipitation generation and the use of multiple WGN stations. Fixes an error in writing SWAT input files where WGN files can be written incorrectly. Improves memory leaks, which leads to crashes during parameterization of discretionary
multi-thousand elements. 3.8.3 Removes the use of batch files to perform models. Modifies the execution of models from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. Fixes the error you typed by copying the slope table for K2/RHEM parameterizations. Supports importing, exporting, and
displaying watersheds in the K2 group. Fixes error in the symbols AGWA created stream grid. Allows you to resize the Parameterizer form so that it can be viewed/used on computers where Windows DPI scaling is not set to 100%. 3.8.2 Changes the location from which the K2 model is implemented from
the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. 3.8.1 Fixes the error in parameterizing the group element. Fixes the error in the Facilitor Export Tool. Fixes the error in K2's interference parameterization. Corrects the error in copying the element parameters for K2 introduced in 3.8.0 by
parameterizing the complex slope. 3.8.0 Adds additional HGR connections to HGR selection based on the physiographic map. Add basic process configurations to K2. Adds complex fall parameterization to K2. Supports SWAT2000 and SWAT2005 longer simulation names. 3.7.0 Addition of an AGWA
facilitator export instrument. The mulch and soil parasite add the disturbance parameterization setting to paramaterialy. Fixes an error in the parameterization of the element that assigned incorrect average heights to group watersheds. Improves batch parameterization robustness. Supports DBF, Personal
Geodatabase and File Geodatabase tables for years and SWAT un weighted rainfall files by day 2010. Excel, CSV, and TXT tables must still be sorted by year and day. Support for additional raster types Severity device. Fixes the error at the rate of the write seriousness device output raster. Improves the
robustness of the burn severity device. Updates to the file list required in the AGWA home directory .exe Kineros2_AGWA.exe k2 instead of K2. Fixes an issue that caused Element Parameterization to crash in some versions of ArcGIS due to a problem with polygon and raster geoprocessing device.
Improves the robustness of the splitting planes used for KINEROS2 during discretization. Fixes error introduced in 3.6.5 that crashed KINEROS2 simulation/input file creation. 3.6.5 Changes to the smaller user interface reflect the fact that AGWA supports multi-format rasters and is not limited to ESRI
GRID format. Fixes an issue where the Interests area is surrounded by ArcGIS 10.3. Fixes an issue introduced in 3.6.3 that crashed threshold-based discretizations when used with internal casting points. 3.6.4 Fixes the error when using CSV files for SWAT un weighted precipitation files. Fixes the issue of
assigning storage IDs to K2 lake items. Fixes an issue where you encountered a false positive when comparing predictions between boundary marks and land overlap. Increases the size and fixed name of exported K2 hydrographs. 3.6.3 Corrects a user-defined hyetograph error that is applied in a user-
defined area. Provides support and fixes the problem with layers nested in group layers placed on top of the SP. Fixes minor UI errors in SWAT Precipitation writing. Addresses an issue that prevents discretizer form buttons from appearing at low vertical resolution on screens with low vertical resolution
when DPI scaling is turned on. 3.6.2 Supports group layers in the table of contents. Fixes an issue that prevented discretizer from being used when the base layers were in the table of contents. 3.6.1 Fixes errors that prevent more than 1 character from being displayed in certain text boxes. Adds warning
messages when inputs are outside the expected range to write KINEROS2 batch simulations. Aggregates the warning messages that appear when simulation input files are written to a single pop-up dialog box. Removes the maximum size property of the Discretizer form, which sometimes prevented the
form from displaying all its controls. 3.6.0 Allows you to add and associate elements of kineros2 lake at the nodes of discretization. Corrects the parameter form green check mark, which does not appear, indicating that the form is ready for processing. 3.5.0 Add a method for discretising channel launch
points. Adds import and export options for updated results. Allows you to rename layers to including AGWA and discretisations. Includes various bug fixes to improve stability and robustness. 3.4.1 Fixes an error in using the Group Delineator to fill the DEM and create a raster for flow direction and flow
accumulation. Improve conversion of incorrect metric and English units when importing results. 3.4.0 Add an existing network discretization option. Adds English units of measure when viewing the results. Az AGWA AGWA Library is also required. AGWA 3.x extension for ArcGIS version 10.5: 3.9.5.2283
3.9.5 In KINEROS2 Precipitation, the input time input number changed for the duration of the time step. Fixes the error writing severity base tool, where the write severity field was encoded in Severity instead of using a user-defined field. Fixes intermittent error delineation. Cause unknown, but replacing
the older IBasicGeoprocessor.Dissolve function with the ArcToolbox Unlock tool solves the problem. 3.9.4 To batch parameterize KINEROS2, add support for the complex slope. Fixes the error in the Write Severity Tool for ArcGIS 10.6 and later. Fixes an issue where average underwater elevations have
been used instead of the minimum and maximum levels of SWAT precipitation swat level bands instead of the minimum and maximum level elevations. RasterHydrology ConvertsOpClass operations to use the ArcToolbox Geoprocessor and Hydrological Toolbar. 3.9.3 In the Write Severity tool, add
conditional to verify that the writing severity layer and the earth cover layer are in the same projection creating errors.txt file next to the MXD document whenever possible to record error logging. Otherwise, by default, c:AGWAlogging. Fixes errors in KINEROS-Opus parameterizations that result in
invalid/incomplete/failed parameterizations. Fixes the bug in the vegetation table when coping with the parameterization of RHEM vegetation. Fixes an issue that causes data frame layers to be sometimes not found because of case sensitivity. Fixes an issue in SWAT simulation results where start and end
dates simulate a fractional number of years. 3.9.2 Corrects the error in the flow length discretization methodology when used with internal casting points. Fixes the error in the sloping table when copying different KINEROS2 parameter ings. Fixes the error in the slope table when copying different RHEM
parameterizations. Improves error disruption parameterization when polygons are outside the watershed. Fixes the error disruption parameterization where KS has not been modified properly based on the modified porosity. Fixes error SWAT2005 . RTE files where incorrect stream lengths have been
written. Correct bug for inserting and viewing NP simulations for SWAT2000 and SWAT2005. 3.9.1 Fixes errors in swat climate modification through WGN files. 3.9.0 Updates rhem parameterization equations to match the 1/22/2015 Parameterization Equations document, which reflects online RHEM
version 2.3. Fixes the error when parameterizing dem and process direction snaps in File Geodatabases. Fixes error where tempSoilLut not asked PARNAME. Fixes batch SWAT simulations related to production precipitation generation and the use of multiple WGN stations. Fixes error in writing SWAT
input files where WGN can be written incorrectly. Improves memory leaks, which leads to crashes during parameterization of discretionary multi-thousand elements. 3.8.3 Removes the use of batch files to perform models. Modifies the execution of models from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels
directory. Fixes error by copying slope table in k2/RHEM group Supports importing, exporting, and displaying watersheds in the K2 group. Fixes error in the symbols AGWA created stream grid. Allows you to resize the Parameterizer form so that it can be viewed/used on computers where Windows DPI



scaling is not set to 100%. 3.8.2 Changes the location from which the K2 model is implemented from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. 3.8.1 Fixes the error in parameterizing the group element. Fixes the error in the Facilitor Export Tool. Fixes the error in K2's interference
parameterization. Corrects the error in copying the element parameters for K2 introduced in 3.8.0 by parameterizing the complex slope. 3.8.0 Adds additional HGR connections to HGR selection based on the physiographic map. Add basic process configurations to K2. Adds complex fall parameterization
to K2. Supports SWAT2000 and SWAT2005 longer simulation names. 3.7.0 Addition of an AGWA facilitator export instrument. The mulch and soil parasite add the disturbance parameterization setting to paramaterialy. Fixes an error in the parameterization of the element that assigned incorrect average
heights to group watersheds. Improves batch parameterization robustness. Supports SWAT un weighted rainfall files that are not sorted by dbf, personal geodatabase, and file geodatabase tables by year and day of year. Excel, CSV, and TXT tables must still be sorted by year and day. Support for
additional raster types in the Write Severity tool. Fixes the error at the rate of the write seriousness device output raster. Improves the robustness of the burn severity device. Updates to the file list required in the AGWA home directory .exe Kineros2_AGWA.exe k2 instead of K2. Fixes an issue that caused
Element Parameterization to crash in some versions of ArcGIS due to a problem with polygon and raster geoprocessing device. Improves the robustness of the splitting planes used for KINEROS2 during discretization. Fixes error introduced in 3.6.5 that crashed KINEROS2 simulation/input file creation.
3.6.5 Changes to the smaller user interface reflect the fact that AGWA supports multi-format rasters and is not limited to ESRI GRID format. Fixes an issue where the Interests area is surrounded by ArcGIS 10.3. Fixes an issue introduced in 3.6.3 that crashed threshold-based discretizations when used
with internal casting points. 3.6.4 Fixes the error when using CSV files for SWAT un weighted precipitation files. Fixes the issue of assigning storage IDs to K2 lake items. Fixes an issue where you encountered a false positive when comparing predictions between boundary marks and land overlap.
Increases the size and fixed name of exported K2 hydrographs. 3.6.3 Corrects a user-defined hyetograph error that is determined by the user Applied. Provides support and fixes the problem with layers nested in group layers placed on top of the SP. Fixes minor UI errors in SWAT Precipitation writing.
Addresses an issue that prevents discretizer form buttons from appearing at low vertical resolution on screens with low vertical resolution when DPI scaling is turned on. Turned off. Supports group layers in the table of contents. Fixes an issue that prevented discretizer from being used when the base
layers were in the table of contents. 3.6.1 Fixes errors that prevent more than 1 character from being displayed in certain text boxes. Adds warning messages when inputs are outside the expected range to write KINEROS2 batch simulations. Aggregates the warning messages that appear when simulation
input files are written to a single pop-up dialog box. Removes the maximum size property of the Discretizer form, which sometimes prevented the form from displaying all its controls. 3.6.0 Allows you to add and associate elements of kineros2 lake at the nodes of discretization. Corrects the parameter form
green check mark, which does not appear, indicating that the form is ready for processing. 3.5.0 Add a method for discretising channel launch points. Adds import and export options for updated results. Allows you to rename layers in the table of contents, including AGWA effects and discretions. Includes
various bug fixes to improve stability and robustness. 3.4.1 Fixes an error in using the Group Delineator to fill the DEM and create a raster for flow direction and flow accumulation. Improve conversion of incorrect metric and English units when importing results. 3.4.0 Add an existing network discretization
option. Adds English units of measure when viewing the results. The AGWA 3.X Library is also required. AGWA 3.x extension for ArcGIS 10.4: 3.9.5.2285 3.9.5 In KINEROS2 Precipitation, the input time is the input time. Fixes the error writing severity base tool, where the write severity field was encoded
in Severity instead of using a user-defined field. Fixes intermittent error delineation. Cause unknown, but replacing the older IBasicGeoprocessor.Dissolve function with the ArcToolbox Unlock tool solves the problem. 3.9.4 To batch parameterize KINEROS2, add support for the complex slope. Fixes the
error in the Write Severity Tool for ArcGIS 10.6 and later. Fixes an issue where average underwater elevations have been used instead of the minimum and maximum levels of SWAT precipitation swat level bands instead of the minimum and maximum level elevations. RasterHydrology ConvertsOpClass
operations to use the ArcToolbox Geoprocessor and Hydrological Toolbar. 3.9.3 In the Write Severity tool, add conditional to verify that the writing severity layer and the earth cover layer are in the same projection creating errors.txt file next to the MXD document whenever possible to record error logging.
Otherwise, by default, c:AGWAlogging. It improves the parameters that result in invalid/incomplete/failed parameterizations. Fixes the bug in the vegetation table when coping with the parameterization of RHEM vegetation. Fixes an issue that causes data frame layers to be sometimes not found because
of case sensitivity. Fixes an issue in SWAT simulation results where start and end dates simulate a fractional number of years. simulate. Fixes the error in the flow length discretization methodology when used for internal pour points. Fixes the error in the sloping table when copying different KINEROS2
parameter ings. Fixes the error in the slope table when copying different RHEM parameterizations. Improves error disruption parameterization when polygons are outside the watershed. Fixes the error disruption parameterization where KS has not been modified properly based on the modified porosity.
Fixes error SWAT2005 . RTE files where incorrect stream lengths have been written. Correct bug for inserting and viewing NP simulations for SWAT2000 and SWAT2005. 3.9.1 Fixes errors in swat climate modification through WGN files. 3.9.0 Updates rhem parameterization equations to match the
1/22/2015 Parameterization Equations document, which reflects online RHEM version 2.3. Fixes the error when parameterizing dem and process direction snaps in File Geodatabases. Fixes error where tempSoilLut not asked PARNAME. Fixes batch SWAT simulations related to production precipitation
generation and the use of multiple WGN stations. Fixes an error in writing SWAT input files where WGN files can be written incorrectly. Improves memory leaks, which leads to crashes during parameterization of discretionary multi-thousand elements. 3.8.3 Removes the use of batch files to perform
models. Modifies the execution of models from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. Fixes the error you typed by copying the slope table for K2/RHEM parameterizations. Supports importing, exporting, and displaying watersheds in the K2 group. Fixes error in the symbols AGWA created
stream grid. Allows you to resize the Parameterizer form so that it can be viewed/used on computers where Windows DPI scaling is not set to 100%. 3.8.2 Changes the location from which the K2 model is implemented from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. 3.8.1 Fixes the error in
parameterizing the group element. Fixes the error in the Facilitor Export Tool. Fixes the error in K2's interference parameterization. Corrects the error in copying the element parameters for K2 introduced in 3.8.0 by parameterizing the complex slope. 3.8.0 Adds additional HGR connections to HGR
selection based on the physiographic map. Add basic process configurations to K2. Adds complex fall parameterization to K2. Supports SWAT2000 and SWAT2005 longer simulation names. 3.7.0 Addition of an AGWA facilitator export instrument. The mulch and soil parasite add the disturbance
parameterization setting to paramaterialy. Fixes an error in the parameterization of the element that assigned incorrect average heights to group watersheds. Improves batch parameterization robustness. Supports DBF, Personal Geodatabase, and File Geodatabase boards by year and day of year not
ordered un weighted precipitation files. Excel, CSV, and TXT tables must still be sorted by year and day. Support for additional raster types in the Write Severity tool. Fixes error raster from the Burn Severity Tool. Improves the robustness of the burn severity device. Updates to the file list required in the
AGWA home directory .exe Kineros2_AGWA.exe k2 instead of K2. Fixes an issue that caused Element Parameterization to crash in some versions of ArcGIS due to a problem with polygon and raster geoprocessing device. Improves the robustness of the splitting planes used for KINEROS2 during
discretization. Fixes error introduced in 3.6.5 that crashed KINEROS2 simulation/input file creation. 3.6.5 Changes to the smaller user interface reflect the fact that AGWA supports multi-format rasters and is not limited to ESRI GRID format. Fixes an issue where the Interests area is surrounded by ArcGIS
10.3. Fixes an issue introduced in 3.6.3 that crashed threshold-based discretizations when used with internal casting points. 3.6.4 Fixes the error when using CSV files for SWAT un weighted precipitation files. Fixes the issue of assigning storage IDs to K2 lake items. Fixes an issue where you encountered
a false positive when comparing predictions between boundary marks and land overlap. Increases the size and fixed name of exported K2 hydrographs. 3.6.3 Corrects a user-defined hyetograph error that is applied in a user-defined area. Provides support and fixes the problem with layers nested in group
layers placed on top of the SP. Fixes minor UI errors in SWAT Precipitation writing. Addresses an issue that prevents discretizer form buttons from appearing at low vertical resolution on screens with low vertical resolution when DPI scaling is turned on. 3.6.2 Supports group layers in the table of contents.
Fixes an issue that prevented discretizer from being used when the base layers were in the table of contents. 3.6.1 Fixes errors that prevent more than 1 character from being displayed in certain text boxes. Adds warning messages when inputs are outside the expected range to write KINEROS2 batch
simulations. Aggregates the warning messages that appear when simulation input files are written to a single pop-up dialog box. Removes the maximum size property of the Discretizer form, which sometimes prevented the form from displaying all its controls. 3.6.0 Allows you to add and associate
elements of kineros2 lake at the nodes of discretization. Corrects the parameter form green check mark, which does not appear, indicating that the form is ready for processing. 3.5.0 Add a method for discretising channel launch points. Adds import and export options for updated results. Allows you to
rename layers in the table of contents, including AGWA Includes various bug fixes to improve stability and robustness. 3.4.1 Fixes an error in using the Group Delineator to fill the DEM and create a raster for flow direction and flow accumulation. Improve conversion of incorrect metric and English units
when importing results. 3.4.0 Add an existing network discretization option. Adds English units of measure when viewing the results. The AGWA 3.X Library is also required. AGWA 3.x 3.x ArcGIS version 10.3: 3.9.5.2287 3.9.5 In KINEROS2 Precipitation, the number of input time steps has been changed
to the duration of the time step. Fixes the error writing severity base tool, where the write severity field was encoded in Severity instead of using a user-defined field. Fixes intermittent error delineation. Cause unknown, but replacing the older IBasicGeoprocessor.Dissolve function with the ArcToolbox
Unlock tool solves the problem. 3.9.4 To batch parameterize KINEROS2, add support for the complex slope. Fixes the error in the Write Severity Tool for ArcGIS 10.6 and later. Fixes an issue where average underwater elevations have been used instead of the minimum and maximum levels of SWAT
precipitation swat level bands instead of the minimum and maximum level elevations. RasterHydrology ConvertsOpClass operations to use the ArcToolbox Geoprocessor and Hydrological Toolbar. 3.9.3 In the Write Severity tool, add conditional to verify that the writing severity layer and the earth cover
layer are in the same projection creating errors.txt file next to the MXD document whenever possible to record error logging. Otherwise, by default, c:AGWAlogging. Fixes errors in KINEROS-Opus parameterizations that result in invalid/incomplete/failed parameterizations. Fixes the bug in the vegetation
table when coping with the parameterization of RHEM vegetation. Fixes an issue that causes data frame layers to be sometimes not found because of case sensitivity. Fixes an issue in SWAT simulation results where start and end dates simulate a fractional number of years. 3.9.2 Corrects the error in the
flow length discretization methodology when used with internal casting points. Fixes the error in the sloping table when copying different KINEROS2 parameter ings. Fixes the error in the slope table when copying different RHEM parameterizations. Improves error disruption parameterization when
polygons are outside the watershed. Fixes the error disruption parameterization where KS has not been modified properly based on the modified porosity. Fixes error SWAT2005 . RTE files where incorrect stream lengths have been written. Correct bug for inserting and viewing NP simulations for
SWAT2000 and SWAT2005. 3.9.1 Fixes errors in swat climate modification through WGN files. 3.9.0 Updates rhem parameterization equations to match the 1/22/2015 Parameterization Equations document, which reflects online RHEM version 2.3. Fixes the error when parameterizing dem and process
direction snaps in File Geodatabases. Fixes error where tempSoilLut not asked PARNAME. Fixes batch SWAT simulations related to production precipitation generation and the use of multiple WGN stations. Fixes an error in writing SWAT input files where WGN files can be written incorrectly. It improves
the which leads to crashes during the parameterization of discretization with thousands of elements. 3.8.3 Removes the use of batch files to perform models. Modifies the execution of models from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. Fixes the error you typed by copying the slope table
for K2/RHEM parameterizations. It supports the export and display the watersheds of group K2. Fixes error in the symbols AGWA created stream grid. Allows you to resize the Parameterizer form so that it can be viewed/used on computers where Windows DPI scaling is not set to 100%. 3.8.2 Changes
the location from which the K2 model is implemented from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. 3.8.1 Fixes the error in parameterizing the group element. Fixes the error in the Facilitor Export Tool. Fixes the error in K2's interference parameterization. Corrects the error in copying the
element parameters for K2 introduced in 3.8.0 by parameterizing the complex slope. 3.8.0 Adds additional HGR connections to HGR selection based on the physiographic map. Add basic process configurations to K2. Adds complex fall parameterization to K2. Supports SWAT2000 and SWAT2005 longer
simulation names. 3.7.0 Addition of an AGWA facilitator export instrument. The mulch and soil parasite add the disturbance parameterization setting to paramaterialy. Fixes an error in the parameterization of the element that assigned incorrect average heights to group watersheds. Improves batch
parameterization robustness. Supports SWAT un weighted rainfall files that are not sorted by dbf, personal geodatabase, and file geodatabase tables by year and day of year. Excel, CSV, and TXT tables must still be sorted by year and day. Support for additional raster types in the Write Severity tool.
Fixes the error at the rate of the write seriousness device output raster. Improves the robustness of the burn severity device. Updates to the file list required in the AGWA home directory .exe Kineros2_AGWA.exe k2 instead of K2. Fixes an issue that caused Element Parameterization to crash in some
versions of ArcGIS due to a problem with polygon and raster geoprocessing device. Improves the robustness of the splitting planes used for KINEROS2 during discretization. Fixes error introduced in 3.6.5 that crashed KINEROS2 simulation/input file creation. 3.6.5 Changes to the smaller user interface
reflect the fact that AGWA supports multi-format rasters and is not limited to ESRI GRID format. Fixes an issue where the Interests area is surrounded by ArcGIS 10.3. Fixes an issue introduced in 3.6.3 that crashed threshold-based discretizations when used with internal casting points. 3.6.4 Fixes the
error when using CSV files for SWAT un weighted precipitation files. Fixes the issue of assigning storage IDs to K2 lake items. Fixes an issue where you encountered a false positive when comparing predictions between boundary marks and land overlap. Increases the size and fixed name of exported K2
hydrographs. 3.6.3 Corrects a user-defined hyetograph error that is applied in a user-defined area. and corrects the error in the layers nested in the group layers placed on top of the security co-policy. Fixes minor UI errors in SWAT Precipitation writing. Addresses an issue that prevents discretizer form
buttons from appearing at low vertical resolution on screens with low vertical resolution when DPI scaling is turned on. 3.6.2 Supports the Group in the table of contents. Fixes an issue that prevented discretizer from being used when the base layers were in the table of contents. 3.6.1 Fixes errors that
prevent more than 1 character from being displayed in certain text boxes. Adds warning messages when inputs are outside the expected range to write KINEROS2 batch simulations. Aggregates the warning messages that appear when simulation input files are written to a single pop-up dialog box.
Removes the maximum size property of the Discretizer form, which sometimes prevented the form from displaying all its controls. 3.6.0 Allows you to add and associate elements of kineros2 lake at the nodes of discretization. Corrects the parameter form green check mark, which does not appear,
indicating that the form is ready for processing. 3.5.0 Add a method for discretising channel launch points. Adds import and export options for updated results. Allows you to rename layers in the table of contents, including AGWA effects and discretions. Includes various bug fixes to improve stability and
robustness. 3.4.1 Fixes an error in using the Group Delineator to fill the DEM and create a raster for flow direction and flow accumulation. Improve conversion of incorrect metric and English units when importing results. 3.4.0 Add an existing network discretization option. Adds English units of measure
when viewing the results. The AGWA 3.X Library is also required. AGWA 3.x extension for ArcGIS 10.2: 3.9.5.2289 3.9.5 In KINEROS2 Precipitation, the input time is the input time. Fixes the error writing severity base tool, where the write severity field was encoded in Severity instead of using a user-
defined field. Fixes intermittent error delineation. Cause unknown, but replacing the older IBasicGeoprocessor.Dissolve function with the ArcToolbox Unlock tool solves the problem. 3.9.4 To batch parameterize KINEROS2, add support for the complex slope. Fixes the error in the Write Severity Tool for
ArcGIS 10.6 and later. Fixes an issue where average underwater elevations have been used instead of the minimum and maximum levels of SWAT precipitation swat level bands instead of the minimum and maximum level elevations. RasterHydrology ConvertsOpClass operations to use the ArcToolbox
Geoprocessor and Hydrological Toolbar. 3.9.3 In the Write Severity tool, add conditional to verify that the writing severity layer and the earth cover layer are in the same projection creating errors.txt file next to the MXD document whenever possible to record error logging. Otherwise, by default,
c:AGWAlogging. Fixes kineros-opus parameterization errors, invalid/incomplete/failed parameterizations. Fixes the bug in the vegetation table when coping with the parameterization of RHEM vegetation. Fixes an issue that causes data frame layers to be sometimes not found because of case sensitivity.
Fixes an issue in SWAT simulation results where start and end dates simulate a fractional number of years. 3.9.2 Corrects the error flow length length internal casting points. Fixes the error in the sloping table when copying different KINEROS2 parameter ings. Fixes the error in the slope table when
copying different RHEM parameterizations. Improves error disruption parameterization when polygons are outside the watershed. Fixes the error disruption parameterization where KS has not been modified properly based on the modified porosity. Fixes error SWAT2005 . RTE files where incorrect stream
lengths have been written. Correct bug for inserting and viewing NP simulations for SWAT2000 and SWAT2005. 3.9.1 Fixes errors in swat climate modification through WGN files. 3.9.0 Updates rhem parameterization equations to match the 1/22/2015 Parameterization Equations document, which reflects
online RHEM version 2.3. Fixes the error when parameterizing dem and process direction snaps in File Geodatabases. Fixes error where tempSoilLut not asked PARNAME. Fixes batch SWAT simulations related to production precipitation generation and the use of multiple WGN stations. Fixes an error in
writing SWAT input files where WGN files can be written incorrectly. Improves memory leaks, which leads to crashes during parameterization of discretionary multi-thousand elements. 3.8.3 Removes the use of batch files to perform models. Modifies the execution of models from the simulation directory to
the AGWAmodels directory. Fixes the error you typed by copying the slope table for K2/RHEM parameterizations. Supports importing, exporting, and displaying watersheds in the K2 group. Fixes error in the symbols AGWA created stream grid. Allows you to resize the Parameterizer form so that it can be
viewed/used on computers where Windows DPI scaling is not set to 100%. 3.8.2 Changes the location from which the K2 model is implemented from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. 3.8.1 Fixes the error in parameterizing the group element. Fixes the error in the Facilitor Export Tool.
Fixes the error in K2's interference parameterization. Corrects the error in copying the element parameters for K2 introduced in 3.8.0 by parameterizing the complex slope. 3.8.0 Adds additional HGR connections to HGR selection based on the physiographic map. Add basic process configurations to K2.
Adds complex fall parameterization to K2. Supports SWAT2000 and SWAT2005 longer simulation names. 3.7.0 Addition of an AGWA facilitator export instrument. The mulch and soil parasite add the disturbance parameterization setting to paramaterialy. Fixes an error in the parameterization of the
element that assigned incorrect average heights to group watersheds. Improves batch parameterization robustness. Supports SWAT un weighted rainfall files that are not sorted by dbf, personal geodatabase, and file geodatabase tables by year and day of year. Excel, CSV, and TXT tables by year and
day. Support for additional raster types in the Write Severity tool. Fixes the error at the rate of the write seriousness device output raster. the extent to which it is based. the robustness of the burn-severity device. Updates to the file list required in the AGWA home directory .exe Kineros2_AGWA.exe k2
instead of K2. Fixes an issue that caused Element Parameterization to crash in some versions of ArcGIS due to a problem with polygon and raster geoprocessing device. Improves the robustness of the splitting planes used for KINEROS2 during discretization. Fixes error introduced in 3.6.5 that crashed
KINEROS2 simulation/input file creation. 3.6.5 Changes to the smaller user interface reflect the fact that AGWA supports multi-format rasters and is not limited to ESRI GRID format. Fixes an issue where the Interests area is surrounded by ArcGIS 10.3. Fixes an issue introduced in 3.6.3 that crashed
threshold-based discretizations when used with internal casting points. 3.6.4 Fixes the error when using CSV files for SWAT un weighted precipitation files. Fixes the issue of assigning storage IDs to K2 lake items. Fixes an issue where you encountered a false positive when comparing predictions
between boundary marks and land overlap. Increases the size and fixed name of exported K2 hydrographs. 3.6.3 Corrects a user-defined hyetograph error that is applied in a user-defined area. Provides support and fixes the problem with layers nested in group layers placed on top of the SP. Fixes minor
UI errors in SWAT Precipitation writing. Addresses an issue that prevents discretizer form buttons from appearing at low vertical resolution on screens with low vertical resolution when DPI scaling is turned on. 3.6.2 Supports group layers in the table of contents. Fixes an issue that prevented discretizer
from being used when the base layers were in the table of contents. 3.6.1 Fixes errors that prevent more than 1 character from being displayed in certain text boxes. Adds warning messages when inputs are outside the expected range to write KINEROS2 batch simulations. Aggregates the warning
messages that appear when simulation input files are written to a single pop-up dialog box. Removes the maximum size property of the Discretizer form, which sometimes prevented the form from displaying all its controls. 3.6.0 Allows you to add and associate elements of kineros2 lake at the nodes of
discretization. Corrects the parameter form green check mark, which does not appear, indicating that the form is ready for processing. 3.5.0 Add a method for discretising channel launch points. Adds import and export options for updated results. Allows you to rename layers in the table of contents,
including AGWA effects and discretions. It contains various bug fixes for and robustness. 3.4.1 Fixes an error in using the Group Delineator to fill the DEM and create a raster for flow direction and flow accumulation. Improve conversion of incorrect metric and English units when importing results. 3.4.0
Add an existing network discretization option. Adds English units of measure when viewing the results. The AGWA 3.X Library is also required. AGWA 3.x add-on for ArcGIS 10.1 Version: 3.9.5.2291 3.9.5.2291 In KINEROS2 Precipitation, the number of input time steps changed over the duration of the
time step. Fixes the error writing severity base tool, where the write severity field was encoded in Severity instead of using a user-defined field. Fixes intermittent error delineation. Cause unknown, but replacing the older IBasicGeoprocessor.Dissolve function with the ArcToolbox Unlock tool solves the
problem. 3.9.4 To batch parameterize KINEROS2, add support for the complex slope. Fixes the error in the Write Severity Tool for ArcGIS 10.6 and later. Fixes an issue where average underwater elevations have been used instead of the minimum and maximum levels of SWAT precipitation swat level
bands instead of the minimum and maximum level elevations. RasterHydrology ConvertsOpClass operations to use the ArcToolbox Geoprocessor and Hydrological Toolbar. 3.9.3 In the Write Severity tool, add conditional to verify that the writing severity layer and the earth cover layer are in the same
projection creating errors.txt file next to the MXD document whenever possible to record error logging. Otherwise, by default, c:AGWAlogging. Fixes errors in KINEROS-Opus parameterizations that result in invalid/incomplete/failed parameterizations. Fixes the bug in the vegetation table when coping with
the parameterization of RHEM vegetation. Fixes an issue that causes data frame layers to be sometimes not found because of case sensitivity. Fixes an issue in SWAT simulation results where start and end dates simulate a fractional number of years. 3.9.2 Corrects the error in the flow length
discretization methodology when used with internal casting points. Fixes the error in the sloping table when copying different KINEROS2 parameter ings. Fixes the error in the slope table when copying different RHEM parameterizations. Improves error disruption parameterization when polygons are
outside the watershed. Fixes the error disruption parameterization where KS has not been modified properly based on the modified porosity. Fixes error SWAT2005 . RTE files where incorrect stream lengths have been written. Correct bug for inserting and viewing NP simulations for SWAT2000 and
SWAT2005. 3.9.1 Fixes errors in swat climate modification through WGN files. 3.9.0 Updates rhem parameterization equations to match the 1/22/2015 Parameterization Equations document, which reflects online RHEM version 2.3. Fixes the error when parameterizing dem and process direction snaps in
File Geodatabases. Fixes error where tempSoilLut not asked PARNAME. Fixes batch SWAT simulations related to production precipitation generation and the use of multiple WGN stations. Fixes an error in writing SWAT input files where WGN files can be written incorrectly. Improves memory leaks,
which can be occurs during the parameterization of the discretization. 3.8.3 Removes the use of batch files to perform models. Modifies the execution of models from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. Fixes the error you typed by copying the slope table for K2/RHEM parameterizations.
Supports importing, exporting, and displaying results group river basins. Fixes error in the symbols AGWA created stream grid. Allows you to resize the Parameterizer form so that it can be viewed/used on computers where Windows DPI scaling is not set to 100%. 3.8.2 Changes the location from which
the K2 model is implemented from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. 3.8.1 Fixes the error in parameterizing the group element. Fixes the error in the Facilitor Export Tool. Fixes the error in K2's interference parameterization. Corrects the error in copying the element parameters for K2
introduced in 3.8.0 by parameterizing the complex slope. 3.8.0 Adds additional HGR connections to HGR selection based on the physiographic map. Add basic process configurations to K2. Adds complex fall parameterization to K2. Supports SWAT2000 and SWAT2005 longer simulation names. 3.7.0
Addition of an AGWA facilitator export instrument. The mulch and soil parasite add the disturbance parameterization setting to paramaterialy. Fixes an error in the parameterization of the element that assigned incorrect average heights to group watersheds. Improves batch parameterization robustness.
Supports SWAT un weighted rainfall files that are not sorted by dbf, personal geodatabase, and file geodatabase tables by year and day of year. Excel, CSV, and TXT tables must still be sorted by year and day. Support for additional raster types in the Write Severity tool. Fixes the error at the rate of the
write seriousness device output raster. Improves the robustness of the burn severity device. Updates to the file list required in the AGWA home directory .exe Kineros2_AGWA.exe k2 instead of K2. Fixes an issue that caused Element Parameterization to crash in some versions of ArcGIS due to a problem
with polygon and raster geoprocessing device. Improves the robustness of the splitting planes used for KINEROS2 during discretization. Fixes error introduced in 3.6.5 that crashed KINEROS2 simulation/input file creation. 3.6.5 Changes to the smaller user interface reflect the fact that AGWA supports
multi-format rasters and is not limited to ESRI GRID format. Fixes an issue where the Interests area is surrounded by ArcGIS 10.3. Fixes an issue introduced in 3.6.3 that crashed threshold-based discretizations when used with internal casting points. 3.6.4 Fixes the error when using CSV files for SWAT
un weighted precipitation files. Fixes the issue of assigning storage IDs to K2 lake items. Fixes an issue where you encountered a false positive when comparing predictions between boundary marks and land overlap. Increases the size and fixed name of exported K2 hydrographs. 3.6.3 Corrects a user-
defined hyetograph error that is applied in a user-defined area. Provides support and improves security layer nested in the group layers placed on top of the group. Fixes minor UI errors in SWAT Precipitation writing. Addresses an issue that prevents discretizer form buttons from appearing at low vertical
resolution on screens with low vertical resolution when DPI scaling is turned on. 3.6.2 Supports group layers in the table of contents. Fixes error error prevented the Discretizer from being used when the base layers were in the table of contents. 3.6.1 Fixes errors that prevent more than 1 character from
being displayed in certain text boxes. Adds warning messages when inputs are outside the expected range to write KINEROS2 batch simulations. Aggregates the warning messages that appear when simulation input files are written to a single pop-up dialog box. Removes the maximum size property of
the Discretizer form, which sometimes prevented the form from displaying all its controls. 3.6.0 Allows you to add and associate elements of kineros2 lake at the nodes of discretization. Corrects the parameter form green check mark, which does not appear, indicating that the form is ready for processing.
3.5.0 Add a method for discretising channel launch points. Adds import and export options for updated results. Allows you to rename layers in the table of contents, including AGWA effects and discretions. Includes various bug fixes to improve stability and robustness. 3.4.1 Fixes an error in using the
Group Delineator to fill the DEM and create a raster for flow direction and flow accumulation. Improve conversion of incorrect metric and English units when importing results. 3.4.0 Add an existing network discretization option. Adds English units of measure when viewing the results. The AGWA 3.X
Library is also required. AGWA 3.x extension for ArcGIS 10.0 Version: 3.9.5.2293 3.9.5 In KINEROS2 Precipitation, the input time input number changed over the duration of the time step. Fixes the error writing severity base tool, where the write severity field was encoded in Severity instead of using a
user-defined field. Fixes intermittent error delineation. Cause unknown, but replacing the older IBasicGeoprocessor.Dissolve function with the ArcToolbox Unlock tool solves the problem. 3.9.4 To batch parameterize KINEROS2, add support for the complex slope. Fixes the error in the Write Severity Tool
for ArcGIS 10.6 and later. Fixes an issue where average underwater elevations have been used instead of the minimum and maximum levels of SWAT precipitation swat level bands instead of the minimum and maximum level elevations. RasterHydrology ConvertsOpClass operations to use the
ArcToolbox Geoprocessor and Hydrological Toolbar. 3.9.3 In the Write Severity tool, add conditional to verify that the writing severity layer and the earth cover layer are in the same projection creating errors.txt file next to the MXD document whenever possible to record error logging. Otherwise, by default,
c:AGWAlogging. Fixes errors in KINEROS-Opus parameterizations that parameterizations. Fixes the bug in the vegetation table when coping with the parameterization of RHEM vegetation. Fixes an issue that causes data frame layers to be sometimes not found because of case sensitivity. Fixes an issue
in SWAT simulation results where start and end dates simulate a fractional number of years. 3.9.2 Corrects the error in the flow length discretization methodology if pour points. Fixes the error in the sloping table when copying different KINEROS2 parameter ings. Fixes the error in the slope table when
copying different RHEM parameterizations. Improves error disruption parameterization when polygons are outside the watershed. Fixes the error disruption parameterization where KS has not been modified properly based on the modified porosity. Fixes error SWAT2005 . RTE files where incorrect stream
lengths have been written. Correct bug for inserting and viewing NP simulations for SWAT2000 and SWAT2005. 3.9.1 Fixes errors in swat climate modification through WGN files. 3.9.0 Updates rhem parameterization equations to match the 1/22/2015 Parameterization Equations document, which reflects
online RHEM version 2.3. Fixes the error when parameterizing dem and process direction snaps in File Geodatabases. Fixes error where tempSoilLut not asked PARNAME. Fixes batch SWAT simulations related to production precipitation generation and the use of multiple WGN stations. Fixes an error in
writing SWAT input files where WGN files can be written incorrectly. Improves memory leaks, which leads to crashes during parameterization of discretionary multi-thousand elements. 3.8.3 Removes the use of batch files to perform models. Modifies the execution of models from the simulation directory to
the AGWAmodels directory. Fixes the error you typed by copying the slope table for K2/RHEM parameterizations. Supports importing, exporting, and displaying watersheds in the K2 group. Fixes error in the symbols AGWA created stream grid. Allows you to resize the Parameterizer form so that it can be
viewed/used on computers where Windows DPI scaling is not set to 100%. 3.8.2 Changes the location from which the K2 model is implemented from the simulation directory to the AGWAmodels directory. 3.8.1 Fixes the error in parameterizing the group element. Fixes the error in the Facilitor Export Tool.
Fixes the error in K2's interference parameterization. Corrects the error in copying the element parameters for K2 introduced in 3.8.0 by parameterizing the complex slope. 3.8.0 Adds additional HGR connections to HGR selection based on the physiographic map. Add basic process configurations to K2.
Adds complex fall parameterization to K2. Supports SWAT2000 and SWAT2005 longer simulation names. 3.7.0 Addition of an AGWA facilitator export instrument. The mulch and soil parasite add the disturbance parameterization setting to paramaterialy. Fixes an error in the parameterization of the
element that assigned incorrect average heights to group watersheds. Improves batch parameterization robustness. Supports SWAT un weighted rainfall files that are not sorted by dbf, personal geodatabase, and file geodatabase tables by year and day of year. Excel, CSV, and TXT tables will continue
for the year sorted by day. Support for additional raster types in the Write Severity tool. Fixes the error at the rate of the write seriousness device output raster. Improves robustness of combustion severity Updates to the file list required in the AGWA home directory .exe Kineros2_AGWA.exe k2 instead of
K2. Fixes an issue that caused Element Parameterization to crash in some versions of ArcGIS due to a problem with polygon and raster geoprocessing device. Improves the robustness of the splitting planes used for KINEROS2 during discretization. Fixes error introduced in 3.6.5 that crashed KINEROS2
simulation/input file creation. 3.6.5 Changes to the smaller user interface reflect the fact that AGWA supports multi-format rasters and is not limited to ESRI GRID format. Fixes an issue where the Interests area is surrounded by ArcGIS 10.3. Fixes an issue introduced in 3.6.3 that crashed threshold-based
discretizations when used with internal casting points. 3.6.4 Fixes the error when using CSV files for SWAT un weighted precipitation files. Fixes the issue of assigning storage IDs to K2 lake items. Fixes an issue where you encountered a false positive when comparing predictions between boundary
marks and land overlap. Increases the size and fixed name of exported K2 hydrographs. 3.6.3 Corrects a user-defined hyetograph error that is applied in a user-defined area. Provides support and fixes the problem with layers nested in group layers placed on top of the SP. Fixes minor UI errors in SWAT
Precipitation writing. Addresses an issue that prevents discretizer form buttons from appearing at low vertical resolution on screens with low vertical resolution when DPI scaling is turned on. 3.6.2 Supports group layers in the table of contents. Fixes an issue that prevented discretizer from being used
when the base layers were in the table of contents. 3.6.1 Fixes errors that prevent more than 1 character from being displayed in certain text boxes. Adds warning messages when inputs are outside the expected range to write KINEROS2 batch simulations. Aggregates the warning messages that appear
when simulation input files are written to a single pop-up dialog box. Removes the maximum size property of the Discretizer form, which sometimes prevented the form from displaying all its controls. 3.6.0 Allows you to add and associate elements of kineros2 lake at the nodes of discretization. Corrects
the parameter form green check mark, which does not appear, indicating that the form is ready for processing. 3.5.0 Add a method for discretising channel launch points. Adds import and export options for updated results. Allows you to rename layers in the table of contents, including AGWA effects and
discretions. Includes various bug fixes to improve stability and robustness 3.4.1 Fixes an error in using the Group Delineator to fill the DEM and create a raster for flow direction and flow accumulation. Improve conversion of incorrect metric and English units when importing results. 3.4.0 Add an existing
network discretization option. Adds English units of measure when viewing the results. The AGWA 3.X Library is also required. Necessary. Necessary.
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